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LETTER MAIL FROM 
AUSTRIA AND 

LOMBARDY-VENETIA 
TO THE KINGDOM OF 

THE TWO SICILIES 
1815 - 1850

Thomas Mathà
Bolzano, Italy

The aim of this study is 
to describe the development 

of the exchange of letter mail 
between the Austrian Empire 

and the Kingdom of 
Lombardy-Venetia and the 

Kingdom of the Two Sicilies 
(Naples and Sicily) from the time 

of the Congress of Vienna to 
the introduction of the postage 

stamps in Austria (June 1, 1850).
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After the Napoleonic Occupation and the regency of 

Gioacchino Murat (1808-1815) the Bourbons returned 

to the power in October 1815 and King Ferdinand IV 

came back to the Court in Naples. In 1816 according to 

the Congress of Vienna the two Kingdoms of Naples and 

Sicily were unified due to the law of November 22, 1816 

and declared as the new Kingdom of the Two Sicilies. 

Ferdinand became the new Sovereign and took the 

name of King Ferdinand I of Two Sicilies. The Kingdom 

consisted of the provinces “this side of the Lighthouse of 
Messina”, with its capital of Naples and the today regions 

of Abruzzi, Molise, Puglia, Campania and Calabria and the 

provinces “beyond the Lighthouse of Messina”, in other 

words the Island of Sicily with its capital Palermo. The 

official capital of this Union was Palermo, but the real 

centre of economic and political power was Naples, in 

those times one of the most important European cities, 

the merchant navy was one of the dominant powers in 

the Mediterranean Sea. 

The conservative politics of King Ferdinand were not 

welcome by nobility, merchants and intellectual citizens, 

therefore soon anti-bourbon reactions came out in Sicily. 

B. Marzolla, Kingdom of Two Sicilies 1841 

(Real Litografia Militare).

In 1820 bigger insurrections in Naples and Palermo were 

to register and Austrian troops were sent to help King 

Ferdinand; they remained until 1827 in the Kingdom of the 

Two Sicilies. After the death of King Ferdinand I, 

his son King Francis (Francesco) I succeeded and 

continued the work of his father. But he was not long 

in power, his son Ferdinand II in 1830 was nominated 

the new King of the Two Sicilies and started political 

modernisation. He reformed the public administration 

and renewed economic development and industrial 

innovation. The first railway in Italy was constructed in 

1839 in Naples to reach the city of Portici and also the 

first gas lighting system in a city was introduced in Naples. 

The revolution of 1848 reached also the Kingdom of the 

Two Sicilies and the King had to grant a constitution. 

Ferdinand decided to send own troops to fight against 

Austria in Lombardy. After the short insurrections in Sicily 

and the end of the revolutionary agitation, the conservative 

politics was again reinstated and the Bourbons ruled with 

decisiveness and authority. Their dominion ended only in 

1860 by Giuseppe Garibaldi with the “Expedition of the 

Thousand”.

Brief historical note about 
the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies
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Currency
The currency in Naples was the Ducato napoletano, 

divided into 100 grana, 1 grano were 2 tornesi. The coinage 

included the cavalli (1 ducato = 1200 cavalli), the carlini 

(1 ducato = 10 carlini) and the tarì (1 ducato = 5 tarì). 

In the Kingdom of Sicily there was the onza of 30 tarì 

siciliani or 600 grana siciliani. Up to January 1st, 1821 the 

grano siciliano was half the value of the grano napoletano. 

With the currency reform of 1821 all Sicilian currencies 

were abolished, but we still can find rate notations in old 

currency on letters. 

The conversion to the Austrian currency was:

1 grano napoletano = 3,67 centesimi di Lira austriaca 
(Lombardy Venetia)

1 grano napoletano = 1,36 Kreuzer Conventionsmünze 

(Austria)

In relation to the Papal States the situation was: 

1 grano = 0,79 bajocchi.

Weight progression
The ounce in Naples was of 24 denari or 26,73 grams. 

The ounce in Sicily was more or less identical, 24 denari or 

26,45 grams.

Postal relations
Cultural and economic relations between Austria and 

the two countries in Southern Italy were not very strong, 

which can also be seen in the letter mail. 

In particular the exchange of correspondence between 

Austria and destinations beyond the capitals of Naples 

or Palermo is very scarce, and letters to Sicily much rarer 

than to Naples. In Naples there was a very active 

Austrian Consulate, in Otranto there was a 

Vice-Consulate due to the important maritime mail 

connection with the Ionian Islands up to 1840. 

The most frequent postal connection transited the Papal 

States, and with the beginning of the activity of the 

Austrian Lloyd in 1836 it was also possible to send letters 

directly from Trieste to Brindisi. 

The shipping of mail via Livorno (Leghorn) or Genoa was 

not yet a regular possibility at that time, as the postal 

treaty between Sicily and France was not signed until 

the 1850s. The situation for Lombardy-Venetia is slightly 

different. Postal relations between Milan and Venice on 

the one hand and Naples on the other hand were solid 

and frequent in that period. But this cannot be easily 

confirmed for Sicily, since letters from or to Sicily from 

Lombardy-Venetia are still difficult to find. 
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Rates
Letters from Austria had to be prepaid to the border of the Papal States, 

normally Austrian letters with the shortest distance to the border (Trieste or 

Trento) had to transit the (Austrian ruled) Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia to the 

Papal border (Ferrara or Bologna) and therefore they had to be considered as 

the greatest distance for Austria. 

IN EFFECT DISTANCE RATE WEIGHT

01.06.1817 > 12 Postal Stations 14 Kr 8 g

01.11.1823 ” ” 8,75 g

01.08.1842 > 10 miles 12 Kr ”

01.03.1843 > 20 miles ” ”

01.06.1848 ” ” ”

01.04.1849 > 30 miles ” ”

There were two important rates: up to 1842 14 Kreuzer, from then 12 Kr. 

Letters to Austria had to pay an extra transit fee of 6 Kr from 1819 and 4 Kr 

from 1827, but it was charged only when the letter was carried via Bologna, not 

in the cases where the mail went via Ferrara. 

The situation for Lombardy, which had a direct border with the Papal States, 

was a little different. The Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia decided new rates (in 

centesimi di lira italiana) for foreign mail on June 1st 1817 (in effect from July 1st 

1819), the weight for a single letter was defined 8 grams. From November 1st 

1823 the letters were rated in Kreuzer or soldi (5 cent = 1 Kr/s), the single letter 

weight was now set at 8,75 grams.

DISTANCE 1819 1823

1-3 Postal Stations 10 cent 2 Kr

3-6 Postal Stations 40 cent 8 Kr

6-9 Postal Stations 50 cent 10 Kr

9-12 Postal Stations 60 cent 12 Kr

> 12 Postal Stations 70 cent 14 Kr

Beginning only on August 1st 1842 the old system of distances depending 

on postal stations was abolished and the system of mileage distances was 

introduced. The rate for letters in the same district was set at 2 Kr (and later 

3 Kr, which was important in the case of ship mail from Trieste), up to 10 miles 

at 6 Kr and more than 10 miles at 12 Kr. From March 1st 1843 the mileage was 

changed and the 10 miles distance was replaced with a 20 miles distance. 

Five years later, from June 1st 1848 the Austrian Postal Administration 

introduced a new system: up to 10 miles 3 Kr, from 10 to 20 miles 6 Kr, 

beyond 20 miles 12 Kr. 
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Only a year later (April 1st 1849) for new economic reasons the Post extended 

the 20 miles to 30 miles, without changing the rates. The Papal Postal Authority 

signed postal treaties with Vienna (1815 and 1823) and also with Naples 

(1816) concerning transit mail. Only in very few cases the Papal States showed 

evidence of their transit fees on letters (eg. for registered mail), normally there 

is no trace of a Papal Transit Fee on the letters. The amount prepaid by the 

sender in Naples or Sicily included the Roman transit fee, and also in the other 

direction, on arrival in Naples or Palermo the final rate to pay by the addressee 

included the Papal fee.

In the Postal Treaty Austria-Papal States from 1815 (treaty of October 7th, 1815, 

in effect from October 1st, 1815) it was agreed that the Papal States would pay 

Austria 80 bajocchi per ounce (30 g) letters. For a single letter this was a transit 

fee of 20 baj. For letters from Lombardy-Venetia the Papal States hat to pay 

26 baj per ounce, and therefore the single fee per letter was 6 ½ baj. In the 

treaty of 1823 it was established in article 6 that Austria would deliver letters 

addressed to Naples and Sicily free of charge. For letters from Naples and Sicily 

to the Papal States a fee of 20 baj was granted for 1 ounce letters (5 baj for a 

single letter).

The Postal Treaty between the Papal States and the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies 

from 1816 (October 10, 1816, in effect from October 19, 1816) provided a new 

regulation in article 7: for letters from Austria, Naples had to pay the amount 

that the Papal Postal Administration had agreed with the Court of Vienna. 

The Kingdom of the Two Sicilies defined the following rate beginning from 

January 1st 1816 for letters to Austria and Lombardy-Venetia:

DESTINATION SINGLE 1 ½ SHEETS 2 SHEETS 1 OUNCE

Naples 10 15 20 40

Sicily 15 12 30 60

In April 1820 the rates for incoming mail from Austria to Naples changed and 

remained valid until 1850:

DESTINATION SINGLE 1 ½ SHEETS 2 SHEETS 1 OUNCE

Naples 38 51 89 160

Sicily 48 66 119 200

The rates for letters from Lombardy-Venetia were the following:

DESTINATION SINGLE 1 ½ SHEETS 2 SHEETS 1 OUNCE

Naples 15 27 33 72

Sicily 25 42 53 112
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The Neapolitan Postal Administration (ruling also for the 

Sicilian Post) set new rates according to the new Papal 

rates that had came into force after the so-called “Tosti 

Decree” of 1844. Letters to Austria were to prepay:

• from Naples: 7, 10, 15, 30 grana
• from Palermo/Messina: 14, 20, 30, 60 grana
• from other cities in Naples and Sicily: different rates 

having distances from 50 to 150 miles, divided into 
more rate groups, and more than 150 miles.

Unfortunately, the archival situation does not allow it be 

precisely said when the following rates to Austria came 

into force, but it was probably also from 1845: single letter 

(1 sheet) 21 grana, 1 ½ sheets 29 grana, 2 sheets 45 grana, 

1 ounce 95 grana (printed matters for each sheet 2 grana).

Decree establishing new Neapolitan rates in 1845
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Routes
The Papal States carried letters to Austria and Lombardy-Venetia via Bologna 

or Ferrara, and the packets were brought from there either to Mantua in the 

direction of Milan (west) or Verona (north), or if directed to east via Padua, 

Venice and Trieste. In the other direction the mail was carried in closed packets 

via Florence or via Fano to Rome and then via Terracina (Papal exchange post 

office to Naples) and Fondi (Neapolitan exchange office) to Naples. All the 

packets of letters to and from Sicily were opened in Naples, then carried to 

Messina. Austrian Letters carried directly from Naples to Sicily by commercial 

vessel or postal ship are the great exception, as an additional ship letter fee 

was to be paid. 

Mail carried by 
the Austrian
Lloyd

There is little to say about Austrian Mail 

carried by ships of the Austrian Lloyd 

from Trieste or Venice to the Kingdom 

of Naples (Molfetta or Brindisi) after 

1837, because this service was very 

seldom used up to 1850, and only a 

few letters are known. For those letters 

the additional ship letter fee for the 

Austrian Lloyd was defined as 9 Kr 

from Trieste. 

The harbour of Naples (1845)
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Transit 
Markings

Letters from or to the Kingdom of 

the Two Sicilies bear transit markings 

according the Austro-Papal Postal 

Convention: the Austrian R, V and P/

Stato Pontificio of Rovigo, Venice and 

Padua (the marking R/Stato Pontificio 

of Rovigo was used only for border 

mail), and the Papal Stati Ereditari 

Austriaci, Antiche Provincie Austriache, 

R° L° Veneto. There were no particular 

transit markings for the mail to or from 

the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

Fig. 16: April 15, 1819 Venice to Palermo, 8 

Transit Markings of the Papal Post 

in Ferrara and Bologna

Transit Markings of the Austrian Post in 

Rovigo, Padua and Venice
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September 28, 1821 Venice to Naples, 

prepaid 8 decimi di Lira italiana to the 

Papal border, in Naples charged 18 grana.

November 27, 1831 printed matter from 

Venice to Otranto, free of charge as 

official mail in Venetia („D’Uff.io“, N. 7160), 

directed to the Austrian Vice-Consulate in 

Otranto, that time an important harbour 

town in Puglia (the ships carried the letters 

to Corfu), disinfected against cholera in 

Ferrara (Ferrara/Netta Fuori/Sporca dentro). 

Naples charged 15 grana for a single letter.

Examples of Letter Mail
Lombardy-Venetia to Naples

Naples to Lombardy-Venetia
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October 30, 1843 Padua to Naples, 6 Kr 

prepaid to the border, 15 grana in Naples.

September 11, 1836 registered letter from 

Venice to Naples, 38 Kr prepaid to the 

border (20 Kr 2nd weight 2x10 Kr + 6 kr 

registration fee + 12 Kr credit to Papal 

States). As a registered letter the mail bag 

was opened in Rome (and disinfected 

against cholera) and the Papal fee of 8 

bajocchi (10 grana) was noted. 

Naples charged 40 grana, 10 (Papal debit)

+ 2x15 (2nd weight).

December 12, 1829 Naples to Milan, 10 

grana prepaid to the Papal border, in Milan 

charged 16 Kr (10 Kr + 6 Kr transit fee).

December 12, 1839 Naples to Padua, 10 

grana prepaid to the Austrian border, 8 Kr 

(3-6 Postal stations) charged in Venetia.

August 23, 1828 Castellamare di Stabia to 

Rovigo, with the scarce R/Stato Pontificio 

transit marking. 10 grana prepaid in Naples 

to the Austrian border, in Lombardy charged 

2 Kr (rate for a single letter within 3 Postal 

stations, Tariff of 1823).
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Lombardy-Venetia to Sicily

April 15, 1819 Venice to Palermo, 8 decimi 

di Lira (2nd weight) prepaid to the Papal 

border, 28 grana charged for Naples (3 tarì 

12 grana), the Sicilian fee was 16 grana, a 

total of 4 tarì 8 grana (old Sicilian currency) 

was charged at arrival.

November 21, 1844 Milan to Palermo, 

6 Kr prepaid to the border, 15 grana for 

Naples, in addition 5 grana to Palermo, 

the total fee to collect from the addressee 

was 20 grana.

November 30, 1826 Palermo to Bozzolo, 15 grana prepaid in Sicily, 

of which 10 grana to Naples, in Lombardy charged 6+8=14 Kr 

(6 Kr transit fee + 8 Kr distance fee for 3-6 Postal stations) 

(collection L. Carra).

Sicily to Lombardy-Venetia
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Austria to Naples
Left:
February 26, 1819 Vienna to Naples. 

Prepaid 14 Kreuzer (greatest Austrian 

distance to Papal border), on arrival 

charged 20 grana.

September 9, 1822 Nagy Mihaly (Hungary) 

to Naples, via Vienna and Verona, carried 

by Austrian Courier trough Papal States 

to the Field Post Office in Naples. 

Only the Austrian domestic rate of 14 Kr 

CM (greatest distance) was paid.

Above:
March 19, 1847 Trieste to Rotonda. Prepaid 

12 Kreuzer to the Papal border, confirmed 

by the marking FRANCO, on arrival 

charged 23 grana (21 grana to Naples + 2 

additional to Rotonda). The transit marking 

Antiche/provincie aust. [riache] shows the 

provenance from Venice and was struck in 

Ferrara.

Left:
January 3, 1826 Trieste to Naples. Prepaid 

14 Kreuzer to the Papal border, on arrival 

29 grana were charged for a letter of 2nd 

weight (1 ½ sheets).
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September 13, 1836 registered letter from Vienna to Naples, 18 

Kr prepaid from the sender, 14 Kr letter fee + 4 Kr registration 

fee. On the back the Roman disinfection cachet NETTO FUORI / E 

SPORCA DENTRO was struck. In Naples charged 30 grana, 15 grana, 

doubled for registration. The large black notation “3” is probably a 

registration notice in Naples.

June 25, 1841 registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt 

from Graz to Naples, prepaid to Papal border 32 Kreuzer: 2 x 14 = 

28 Kr (2nd weight, longest distance) + 4 Kr registration fee. Naples 

charged 60 grana (2 sheets weight = 2x15=30 grana, doubled a 

registered letter = 60), was to be paid by the State, as the letter 

was addressed to the HRM King of Two Sicilies.

September 22, 1840 registered letter 

from Vienna to Naples, 18 Kreuzer 

prepaid to the Papal border (Franco) 

14 Kr letter fee + 4 Kr registration fee. 

Transit marking Antiche/provincie aust. 
[riache] from Ferrara. In Naples charged 

40 grana (1 ½ sheets, 15+5=20 grana, 

doubled for registered mail).
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April 7, 1820 Naples to Janowitz (Moravia), 

via Rome, Bologna, Vienna, Olmütz. 

Prepaid 15 grana to the Austrian border, 

charged 20 Kr on arrival, of which 14 Kr 

(> 12 Postal stations) + 6 Kr transit fee.

May 20, 1834 Naples to Trieste. 

30 grana prepaid to the Austrian border 

(2 ½ sheets weight), charged in Austria 

42 Kr CM (3 x 14 Kr, > 12 Postal stations, 

a letter of ca. 25 grams weight). 

The transit marking V / Stato Pontificio 

was from Venice.

October 2, 1832 Naples to Steyr, 

via Rome, Ferrara, Venice, Trieste. 

Prepaid to Austrian border 15 grana, 

charged in Austria 14 Kreuzer (>12 Postal 

stations), without a transit fee. 

Letters to Austria from the Kingdom 

of Two Sicilies were charged a transit fee 

only if going via Bologna, if carried via 

Ferrara no additional fee was asked 

(from May 1st, 1827).

Letter from Naples to Steyr, 1846. Prepaid 

to Austrian border first 15, then 7 grana. 

The fee collected in Steyr was 16 Kr CM 

(12 + 4 via Bologna), then 12 Kr (via Ferrara) 

and again 16 Kr. 

Naples to Austria
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August 3, 1846 Catanzaro to Trieste, 

10 grana prepaid to the Austrian border 

(3 grana more as outside Naples), in Trieste 

charged 12 Kr (>20 miles distance). 

November 21, 1824 Naples to Vienna, not 

prepaid as official mail (ex offo) and carried 

by the Austrian Military Courier via Rome, 

Bologna, Venice, Trieste, Lubjana. On arrival 

charged 30 Kr CM for a double letter 

2 x 14 = 28 Kr (> 12 Postal stations) 

+ 2 Kr local fee for City post in Vienna. 
The Austrian Field Post Office in Naples 

was active from 1821 to 1827.

July 1828, a scarce postal form for outgoing 

and incoming letters at the Austrian Military 

Post Office in Naples. For 40 letters a charge 

of 133 Kreuzer had to be paid.
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September 18, 1840 Trieste to Palermo. 

Prepaid to the border 14 Kr confirmed by 

the marking Franco, 29 grana charged in 

Naples for letters of 1 ½ sheets, in Sicily 

additional 11 grana was asked for a total 

fee of 40 grana. 

Austria to Sicily

 January 13, 1843 Strass to Palermo. 

Prepaid 12 Kreuzer according to the 

Austrian Tariff of 1842 (> 20 miles). 

In Naples at first incorrectly charged 

29 grana for 1 ½ sheets, and corrected 

(oval handstamp Corretta) to 39 grana 

(should have been 38 grana, but probably 

conversion from bajocchi was different), 

plus 5 grana to Sicily made a total charge 

of 44 grana.

December 12, 1845 Trieste to Palermo, 

prepaid 12 Kr CM to the border, confirmed 

by the marking FRANCO 2. Naples charged 

21 grana, in addition for Naples to Palermo 

7 grana was to be pay, making a total fee 

of 28 grana on arrival.
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Sicily to Austria

July 21, 1834 Palermo to Vienna, via Naples, 

Rome, Ferrara, Venice. Carried privately 

to Naples where the letter was handed to 

the Post Office and prepaid 15 grana to 

the Austrian border. Transit marking V/

Stato Pontificio from Venice. The addressee 

had to pay the fee for the longest Austrian 

distance of 14 Kr CM.

November 23, 1843 Messina to Trieste, 

via Naples, Rome, Bologna and Venice 

(V/Stato Pontificio). Prepaid 30 grana 

(1 ½ sheets), of which 20 grana to Naples. 

On arrival 18 Kr CM (> 20 miles, 12 Kr + ½ 

for weight = 6 = 16) was charged.

May 21, 1844 Messina to St. Ulrich 

in Gröden, South Tyrol, via Naples, Rome, 

Bologna, Bozen, Klausen. Prepaid to border 

20 grana, of which 15 gr to Naples. 

On arrival charged 16 Kr CM = 12 Kr 

(> 20 miles) + 4 Kr Transit fee.



August 18, 1851 Trieste to Bari, via Venice, 

Ancona and Molfetta, carried by a ship 

of the Austrian Lloyd, in Trieste prepaid 

12 Kr, of which 3 Kr local district fee and 

9 Kr for ship carriage through the Lloyd. 

Naples charged the letter 10 grana. 

Letters from or to Austria to Naples carried 

by the Lloyd before 1850 are very scarce.

January 19, 1848 Naples to Corfu, Ionian 

Islands, carried by a ship of the Austrian 

Lloyd from Brindisi (“Col pacchetto 
Austriaco”). This is a truly scarce cover 

outgoing from Naples in the period before 

1850. It was prepaid in Naples 12 grana 

to Brindisi, and than 5d for the Austrian 

Lloyd and 3d Ionian domestic fee was 

charged in Corfu, making a total of 8d.

Maritime Mail
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